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049  -  Swift Group Caravans – Solar Panel Connection Point  
 
 
In trying to avoid having to keep making croc clip connections to their battery, a number of owners have 
asked me about the solar panel connection point on their Swift Group caravans. For any of you still not sure 
about how to go about it, the following info should help.  Even if you don’t own a Swift Group caravan, the info 
might prove useful providing you can identify a suitable point in the caravan’s wiring to which a connection 
can be made. 
 
In terms of applicability to a Swift van, all I can suggest that Swift possibly introduced the connection point it 
into the wiring loom from 2006 onwards and from the experience of fitting one, I know it was still part of the 
2012 model year spec.  I would imagine now that some of the 2013 models have a Solar panel built into the 
roof, the connection may have been deleted but still current possibly on certain Sport and Sprite models – if in 
doubt check your wiring diagram.  
 
The connection point, which is a small semi opaque white plastic connector, should be found located under 
the side seating at the back of the battery box casing and wired into the caravan wiring loom. (Blue/brown 
wire 12volts positive & Orange/White wire 12v volts negative/earth side)  
Finding a suitable plug to mate with the Swift socket proved impossible, so I simply made the connections 
using single bullet connectors as used in the automotive industry (try Halfords etc). Or alternatively you could 
make the connections using "Scotchlock" crimp connectors (see photo) which again are available from 
Halfords etc. or simply cut off the Swift Connector and use a standard electric connector (see photo)  
 
To mimic the 12-volt connection point in my caravan (car cigarette plug type socket) I decided to use the 
same type of socket and locate this in the battery box. Drill a suitable hole through the battery box adjacent to 
the mains connector point through which to pass the connector leads. In my case I used the hole already 
drilled to take the wiring from the Caravan Mover switch 
The centre pin of the connector is the 12 volts positive (live side) and connects to the brown blue wire of the 
caravan loom, the other side of the connector connecting to the orange white wire.  
I have attached some photos that might help. You will note that I used a length of spiral plastic wrap around 
the connector leads to help protect them. Also an old film canister makes a good slide on protector for the 
connector in the battery box.  
For the record the solar panel connector is shown on the wiring diagram "12V &230V" in the Specification, 
Wiring Diagrams & Bulb Chart booklet supplied with the caravan  
 
Please note – the only electrical protection for the solar panel connection point is the main 20amp fuse 
located adjacent and to the rear of the battery box. You may wish to fit a lower rated (typically 5amp) 
supplementary fuse into the wiring and the following diagram should help. Blade Fuses complete in a holder 
with wiring tails are easily obtainable via Halfords or Car Factors.  
 

Chris Sanderson  
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